
Newport, 2 Hillside Road
Position... Position... Position... Newport Beach House -
Coastal Charm

What a position! To call this a rare opportunity would be an understatement.
Year round holiday "feels" are on offer with a cleverly modernised coastal beach
house vibe - what a beauty!

Well sited on an easy care, slightly elevated low maintenance beachside block
with easy care gardens.  Adjoining reserve with direct access, this modern
coastal charmer is packed full of character and is ready for you to enjoy.

You've all heard of Newport's "Golden Triangle" but did you know about the
"Platinum Triangle" - Newport Beach's best kept secret?  If you haven't let us
introduce you...
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Position... Position... Position - An urban sanctuary literally a few minutes stroll to:

* The golden sands of Newport Beach and The Peak surf break
* Shops, cafes, restaurants, speciality stores and transport - cruisey village
atmosphere
* Porter's Reserve

With an emphasis on function; live on one single level and enjoy the simple free
flowing floor plan offering relaxed living and capturing fabulous natural light.

Accommodate parents or teens on the lower level in the self-contained quarters
that would also be a great retreat or home office, when you are not down at the
beach catching waves or dinner if you prefer to fish!

Lovingly restored and enhanced throughout with incredible attention to detail to
the all-important things that are not necessarily visible. Weatherboard, glass,
sandstone and timber with a quintessential picket fence are hallmarks of the
timeless architecture; designed for exceptional cross ventilation.

Come back from the beach and take a sumptuous hot outdoor shower before
lighting the fire pit to add to the ambience of cocktail hour and dine alfresco on
the north facing terrace while the kids kick a ball around in parkland.

Let the good times roll - memories are waiting to be made.  Don't delay...

Disclaimer:
All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general
property description, price and the address, is provided to LJ Hooker Mona Vale
by third parties. We have obtained this information from sources we believe to
be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information
contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own
enquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any property on this
website.
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More About this Property

Property ID 2PECF6K
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Josephine Cowling 0419 430 766
Licensed Real Estate Agent & Auctioneer |  jcowling@ljhmv.com.au
Ben Djogo 0402 838 406
Licensed Real Estate Agent | bdjogo@ljhmv.com.au

LJ Hooker Mona Vale (02) 9979 8000
3/18 Bungan Street, Mona Vale NSW 2103
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